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and See What Might Happen if You Don’t Succeed!
Culham Innovation Centre, UK (25th April 2003) Kaspersky Labs invites you to visit us on stand 614, at
Infosecurity Europe 2003. Leading specialists will be available on our stand to demonstrate fully
functional versions of our latest products - Kaspersky Anti-Hacker and Kaspersky Anti-Spam, a highly
intelligent system defending corporate networks against spam.
Also on display will be the latest versions of the Kaspersky Labs solution - Kaspersky Anti-Virus,
including our company's most recent development, the alpha version of Kaspersky Anti-Virus 5.0, which is
planned for commercial release later this year.
On the stand (614) throughout each day of Infosecurity, Kaspersky Labs will also be enacting ‘The Day
the Internet Stood Still’, a futuristic, light-hearted look at the possibilities of Internet Meltdown.
Attendees will also be able to try their hand at Virus Hunter 2 where players are immersed in a dramatic
and intense battle with virtual violators of the peace, such as nasty computer viruses, obtrusive
spammers and cunning hackers.
In addition, Eugene Kaspersky, world-renowned Virus researcher and founder of Kaspersky Labs, will be
speaking on Thursday 1st May at 14.15 in Seminar Room One. His talk entitled, The Internet - Comrade or
Adversary?, looks at the possibility that within 5 years the internet will contain the same amount of
viruses and trojans in existence as 'true' information. Attendees to the presentation will find out what
measures can be taken to reduce these risks and what the future holds for the war on viruses.
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